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Deliverance Prayer English Jesus Setting Free
This is a unique prayer book written to turn life around. The book is unique because it deals
with fundamentals of life; sin and its consequence. Many lives are at low ebb today because of
sin. We could not see the face of God, it is as if, God is on holiday. It is not so, our conscience
judge us as well; we know, we are sinners. This book will teach us how to pray with tongue of
fire that brings deliverance. This is a heavenly healing prayer book that heals wounds and
makes heart whole. By his stripes we are healed. The tongue is important and powerful in our
daily activities. This book will make us to be close to God, seek his face and communicate with
Him as a father and child. He knows we are sinner, but we have to come to Him and confess
our sins in prayer for deliverance. It is prayer that strengthens father and child relationship.
Prayer makes us walk side by side with Jesus, our Saviour. You are victorious when you walk
His path. This book will help you pray yourself out to the presence of God. Prayer is the
answer. It is prayer that will set you free from captivity of Satan. Your tongue is fire. This book
is detailed in prayer and can take you to places. This book will build you and with prayer make
you independent when you use your tongue. There is power in the tongue. With fire in the
tongue, sins are forgiven, chains are broken, barriers expire, valleys are filled, and mountains
are leveled. The Lord our Redeemer will redeem our soul and career. The Lord is at work. He
doesn’t want us to be in chain or tormented by Satan. He knows we are the works of His
hands. He won’t let us go astray. This book confirms one thing, that the wicked shall not know
peace until they surrender. This prayer book will make your enemies surrender. They are not
giant but dwarf in the spirit. You are super power child of God. Pray with tongue of fire until
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something happens. This book will do it for you as you raise your hands unto the Lord in
prayer. This book is good for you. Pick it as a soldier of Christ. Be a conqueror. The time is
now. KEYWORDS: prayer devotional book, our daily prayer guide, prayer devotional for
women, power of prayer bible study, prayer types, prayer tim keller, warfare prayer book
This book was based an event to observe the supernatural, theoretically provoked by a specific
format of Deliverance Prayer. The purpose of this treatise/study was to ascertain, whether or
not a specific format of Deliverance Prayer would cause impact in the form of reaction(s), and
or behavior(s) on the lives of individuals seeking deliverance. The study did establish that
impact occurred in the form of a set of reaction(s), and, behavior(s). Some areas of history,
controversy and interpretation from different authors and practitioners, including myself,
relative to deliverance/spiritual warfare ministry, had to be and were reviewed. Four of the ten
study participants were interviewed four months later relative to the impact on their lives; based
on their feedback impact did and has continued to occur. The vehicles for this endeavor
included: the Journey, Theory/Literature Review, Methodology, Ministry Research Event, Post
Ministry Research Event Data Review, Post Ministry Event - Impact Evaluation Interviews,
Reflection and Study Process Impact chapters, of this study. Appendixes A through F present
study data result categories, some definitions of terms used in this study, and selected
reference reviews.
Fifty easy to read and declare self-deliverance prayers that will break the chains in your life
that bind. Complete with a checklist to help you keep track of your progress in praying these
daily until you get the breakthrough. The prayers cover a variety of bondages and strongholds
that will effectively break the chains with Jesus most powerful name. Even just praying the
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book through once is sure to make a tremendous difference in your life that lasts. God bless
you as you read through and follow through!
Features the original Haggadah text in both Hebrew and a new English translation, and
includes information on the roots of Passover, its confrontation with modernity, and its
relationship to other rabbinical teachings.
Some people cant see the forest for the treesthey get so bogged down in details that they lose
sight of what its all about. Others cant see the trees for the forestthey miss the wondrous
details all around them. So why not look instead at both the forest and the trees? This
commentary on Pauls letter to the Colossians guides you in doing just that. Even though we
will be exploring ancient biblical cultures and learning plenty about the Greek language, no
prior academic training is needed. Technical terms have been set aside. Instead, with
everyday language we will discover the big picture and revel in the fine details of this stunning
letter, amazed by how God is still speaking these same words today to contemporary personal
and social challenges. We will not then be tourists rapidly zipping through Colossians as if on a
monotonous interstate highway. Instead we will be hiking our way through this letter, step by
step, phrase by phrase, finding joy in Gods truth and growing in our faith. Come and join the
journey.
A rare chance to know Jesus as his first disciples knew him. What would it be like to journey
back to the first century and sit at the feet of Rabbi Jesus as one of his Jewish disciples? How
would your understanding of the gospel have been shaped by the customs, beliefs, and
traditions of the Jewish culture in which you lived? Sitting at the Feet of Rabbi Jesus takes you
on a fascinating tour of the Jewish world of Jesus, offering inspirational insights that can
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transform your faith. Ann Spangler and Lois Tverberg paint powerful scenes from Jesus’
ministry, immersing you in the prayers, feasts, history, culture, and customs that shaped Jesus
and those who followed him. You will hear the parables as they must have sounded to firstcentury Jews, powerful and surprising. You will join the conversations that were already going
on among the rabbis of his day. You will watch with new understanding as the events of his life
unfold. And you will emerge with new excitement about the roots of your own Christian faith.
Sitting at the Feet of Rabbi Jesus will change the way you read Scripture and deepen your
understanding of the life of Jesus. It will also help you to adapt the rich prayers and customs
you learn about to your own life, in ways that both respect and enrich your Christian faith. By
looking at the Jewishness of Jesus, Ann Spangler and Lois Tverberg take you on a captivating
journey into the heart of Judaism, one that is both balanced and insightful, helping you to better
understand and appreciate your own faith. This newly expanded softcover edition includes a
discussion guide for both individuals and groups, and instructions for a simple home Passover
Seder celebration.

From USCCB Publishing, this revision of the General Instruction of the Roman
Missal (GIRM) seeks to promote more conscious, active, and full participation of
the faithful in the mystery of the Eucharist. While the Missale Romanum contains
the rite and prayers for Mass, the GIRM provides specific detail about each
element of the Order of Mass as well as other information related to the Mass.
There is no gainsaying that God's plan concerning every man on earth is that he
prospers and be in health. Unfortunately, many people suffer lack, and most
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times, are not successful in whatever they lay their hands on. This is not the will
of God for such people. Satan - the age long enemy of man is responsible for
this, using his emissaries to afflict his victims in the kingdom of darkness. This
book is specially packaged to put an end to such afflictions from the kingdom of
darkness, as it offers over 200 inspired Prayers that will attract money, financial
ideas and favor of God and man into your life. The prayers in this book are not
meant to be prayed casually, they are highly spiritual. There is no other book like
this book. Why? This is because the prayers were released by the Holy Spirit
while meditating on over 150 special scriptures that will command financial
release over your life. Friend, As I read each passage, by virtue of my gifts of
prophecy and healing, the Holy Spirit instantly released those prayers, and I put
them down as I heard the Holy Spirit spoke to my spirit. So you can see clearly
that these prayers were not formulated or guessed. This is why I'm fully
convinced that this book will be of immense blessings to you. The prayers in this
book covers all areas of your life, you will only be able to appreciate the book
when you go through all the prayers. This is because the prayers are spiritually
discerned and arranged. You are to pray the prayers in this book with all
seriousness. Pray most of them repeatedly before moving to the next prayer.
These prayers would be very great during your special midnight prayers.
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Furthermore, since these prayers were released while meditating on God's word,
you can pray this prayer perfectly even if you don't have access to the Holy Bible
during your prayers. I look forward to your arrays of testimonies as you read this
book and add the wisdom and Grace in it to your life and family.
This volume which completes the internationally acclaimed three-volume
commentary on St Matthew's Gospel includes a verse-by-verse and section-bysection commentary in which all linguistic, historical, and theological issues are
discussed in detail. A complete index to all three volumes is included.
“It is clear English reads scripture and prays often about everything in her life.
Through this book, readers could build a daily habit of thinking about—and talking
to God about—the spiritual matters most important to them.” -Melissa Wuske,
Clarion Review “Although the sheer size of this 702-page book may seem
intimidating to some readers, English organizes the content into bite-sized
sections, making it highly digestible. The writing is plain but honest and genuine,
and readers interested in embracing a routine of daily prayer will likely find this
book a useful tool. A heartfelt, thoughtful book of prayers, likely to inspire devoted
Christian readers.” -Kirkus Media LLC “Christians believe that their faith is tested
through trials, and author Avril English knows something about that, having
suffered a lifelong disabling injury and breast cancer. In this Christian, nonPage 6/18
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denominational, 365-day devotional, it is apparent that her born-again faith is
strong.” -BlueInk Reviews
My good friend, Onyechi Daniel, is an internationally-known teacher. He is
passionate believer, a loving husband and father. But he is also a credible
scholar, a persuasive communicator, and a man of God who walks with integrity.
I think I have every one of his books. I always find them to be mentally
stimulating and spiritually enlightening. I receive new revelation and strength from
each one. I highly recommend Faulty Foundations - the unseen problems to you.
Read it, and be blessed! - Eddie Smith, President, U.S. PRAYER CENTER,
Houston, TX, USA. What dose the Bible actually mean when it says that ..".old
things have passed away?..." Have we misunderstood the scripture: ..".The
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are set on edge. 'As I
live', says the Lord God, 'you shall no longer use this proverb in Israel'..." (Ezek.
18:2-3). Can evil done in a particular environment bring problems to the innocent
inhabitants of that environment? Can a Christian's life be affected by the past
sins and abominations done by him and his ancestors? Can a person or family
still be in captivity after being born again? Why should a Christian still suffer from
prolonged sickness, delay in marriage, bareness, threat of death, poverty and
near-succes syndrome? Are all curses broken spontaneously when we become
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saved? This book is studded with revelations on the significance of spiritual
foundations - it shall settle the controversy once and for all.
The New Testament is considered a sacred book for believing Christians. Why is
that so? What is there about the New Testament that has made it a revered and
normative text for Christians for two thousand years? That is the subject of The
New Testament: A Guide. It introduces the reader in a clear and accessible
manner to the contents, history, and purpose of the various components of the
New Testament. And it also tracks the process that led the variousbooks of the
New Testament to be considered "inspired" and made an integral part of the
Bible.
Prayers for use by the laity in waging spiritual warfare from the public domain and the
Church's treasury.
Jesus came to bind up the brokenhearted and set the captives free, as He proclaimed
the coming of the Kingdom of God (Isaiah 61; Luke 4). As the Father sent the Son, so
the Son sends us (John 20). We're called to "prepare the way of the Lord." We can't
prepare others unless we're prepared ourselves. We can't minister healing and
deliverance to others, unless we've it ourselves. God has given us biblical, spiritual
principles to be whole and free, so we can minister His blessings of wholeness and
freedom to others through the power of prayer.
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A woman ordained and set apart to minister and spread the good news of Jesus Christ,
at the age of twenty-four (24) Pastor Felicia Hamilton began her ministry as a Street
Evangelist in Springfield, Massachusetts. She is blessed with the Spiritual gifts of
healing, deliverance and prayer. She has a burden to tell the people about the Good
News of Jesus Christ. Pastor Hamilton is an over comer, an inspiration and a
remarkable woman who is on a Mission for God. One of Pastor Hamiltons favorite
scriptures; 1 Corinthians 2:4My message and my preaching was not with wise and
persuasive words, but with a demonstration of the Spirits power, so that your faith might
not rest on mens wisdom, but on Gods power. Una mujer ordenado y distinguen a
Ministro y difundir las buenas noticias de Jesucristo, a la edad de veinticuatro (24)
pastor Hamilton comenz su Ministerio como un entusiasta de la calle en Springfield,
Massachusetts. Ella est bendecida con los regalos espirituales de la sanacin, la
liberacin y la oracin. Ella tiene una carga para decirle a la gente acerca de la buena
nueva de Jesucristo. Pastor Hamilton es un comer, una inspiracin y una mujer notable
que se encuentra en una misin de Dios. Uno de los favoritas escrituras de pastor
Hamilton; 1 Corintios 2: 4, "mensaje de mi y mi predicacin fue no con palabras sabias y
persuasivos, pero con una demostracin de la potencia de la fuerza, para que tu fe no
puede descansar en la sabidura de los hombres, sino en el poder de Dios." Yon fanm
ordonn, ak separe pou minis ak se bon nouvl Jezi, Kris l'a laj de past Hamilton
vennkat-(24) a Minist li km yon Evangelist ri nan Springfield, Massachusetts. Li se
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Sainte avk yon renouvlman spirityl kado yo benefik, Sainte ak lapriy nan pye yo. Li gen
yon chat pou di pp la sou bon nouvl la Jezi Kris la. Past Hamilton, ki s'yon Sur comer,
enspirasyon yon ak yon fanm remakab ki nan yon misyon pou Bondye. Yonn nan pi
critures past Hamilton de. 1 Corinthians 2:4 "mesaj mwen n'ap f m ' konnen te pa avk
pawl moun ki gen konprann ak persuasion, men ak yon demonstrasyon de pouvwa
lespri a, l sa a, konfyans nou te ka pa mouri sou ki gen bon konprann moun yo, men
sou pouvwa Bondye a, yo a.
Where do I go for deliverance? How should I do a prayer session? Where can I receive
this kind of training? Can you recommend a deliverance ministry to me? These are
common questions Kathy got asked too many times. Passionate about setting the
captives free Kathy felt there had to be a way to establish more deliverance ministries
around the world. In this book get the facts of how to equip yourself to: Lead a
successful deliverance prayer session. Overcome roadblocks of deliverance and
blockages during a session. Find and equip a spirit led team to stand along side you as
you defeat the enemy. Know when someone might be under demonic influence.
Discern the spiritual realm. Filled with details of everything you will need to start your
own ministry including: How do I minister to the person coming for freedom? How do I
stay spiritually strong and protected? What kind of spiritual covering do I need? What
supplies and reference materials are needed? It is time to quit thinking I want to do this
someday and take action! Jesus came to Set the Captives Free. Through this ministry
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equipping book learn how to be an extension of Jesus in a hurting world. Start bringing
people out of captivity so they can experience the fullness of God and be equipped to
their full potential for advancing the Kingdom of God!
This revised, expanded edition of the Common Worship President’s Edition contains
everything to celebrate Holy Communion Order One throughout the church year. It
combines relevant material from the original President’s Edition with Eucharistic
material from Times and Seasons, Festivals and Pastoral Services, and the Additional
Collects.
In this powerful book, the renowned exorcist of Rome tells of his many experiences in
his ministry as an exorcist doing battle with Satan to relieve the great suffering of
people in the grip of evil. The importance of the ministry to "expel demons" is clearly
seen in the Gospels, from the actions of the Apostles, and from Church history. Fr.
Amorth allows the reader to witness the activities of the exorcist, to experience what an
exorcist sees and does. He also reveals how little modern science, psychology, and
medicine can do to help those under Satan's influence, and that only the power of
Christ can release them from this kind of mental, spiritual or physical suffering. An
Exorcist Tells His Story has been a European best-seller that has gone through
numerous printings and editions. No other book today so thoroughly and concisely
discusses the topic of exorcism.
Are you facing challenges in your finances? Are you worried about how to have perpetual
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control over forces of darkness causing confusion in your life and endeavor? Do you believe
that your prosperity is still within reach, and can be acquired and sustained? This book is
meant to change every unpleasant situation Satan has brought your way, and establish God's
agenda in your life. This book will equip you with over 240 Holy Spirit orchestrated prayers for
financial freedom and intelligence that will strengthen you spiritually to win the devil always,
and claim your pending and in-coming blessings, in no time.
This perennial bestseller is now available in a tenth-anniversary edition that showcases Joyce
Rupp's poems, a new preface by the author, and a new design. Joyce Rupp's characteristic
creativity and reverence for the divine are on full display in this collection of prayer resources
for birthdays, holidays, holy days, transitions, and many other occasions, helping readers enter
more deeply and reflectively into the liturgical and seasonal celebrations of their lives. Ideal for
personal use, or as a gift for loved ones celebrating a landmark occasion, Out of the Ordinary:
Prayers, Poems, and Reflections for Every Season is an invaluable resource for ministers,
spiritual directors, and lay leaders alike, who turn to its prayers, reflections, and rituals for
personal and communal occasions both "ordinary" and profound.
A Divine Revelation of the Powerful Blood of Jesus Christians are still trying to find the key to
supernatural grace, protection, and mercy. Prayer Madueke unlocks the reality of the power of
the blood of Jesus in this book. Using accounts of healings, salvation, and miraculous
deliverances, this powerful book emphasizes biblical concepts and explains how to apply
foundational truths about the blood of Jesus to every aspect of life. In this unique book, you
will: Become spiritually empowered, equipped, and energized Break the terrifying grip of fear
and torment Create an atmosphere for miracles Defeat oppression and sickness Praying by
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the blood of Jesus is highly crucial in spiritual warfare. The power in the blood of the Lamb is
the ultimate. No power supersedes it. The blood has been shed. But it must be appropriated
and applied. You have the checkbook but you must write the check, This book will teach you
how to apply this principle and technique. FREE BONUS! Get my four power-packed book
series when you purchase this book. Including one of my best-sellers: Command the Morning,
Day and Night. ( Find link inside this book ) DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY!!
A balanced, practical, thorough, and easy-to-follow guide to deliverance and freedom. From a
well-respected pastor whose message is accepted by all denominations of the church.
Prayer Against Spiritual ContaminationAbove all else, guard your heart carefully,because your
life flows from it.(Proverbs 4:23)I put on the whole Armor of God on us and soak us in the
Blood of Jesus Christ.Heavenly Father, wash us clean of all defilement, pollution, and
contamination with the Blood of Jesus Christ.Forgive us of every sin, Father God.We
repent.We do our first works over again.We surrender.Show us what's the truth and root of
every fruit in our lives in Jesus' name.Expose the rodents and insects in our souls.Clean the
rooms of our souls with the powerful BLOOD of Jesus Christ.Set Your Word, Father God, in
the rooms of my soul to trap all evil invaders (insects, rodents, etc.) that seek to pollute,
binding them with the Blood of Jesus and casting them into the abyss.We step into Your
infirmary for deliverance, salvation, surgery, healing, and restoration.Send Your angels,
Yahweh Rapha, to heal us now of every curse of contamination in our dreams, souls, spirits,
and daily lives.Remove all contamination from every part of our lives and the lives of our
families in the mighty name of Jesus Christ...This anointed prayerbook will help you in the area
of deliverance.
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The Parker Society was the London-based Anglican society that printed in fifty-four volumes
the works of the leading English Reformers of the sixteenth century. It was formed in 1840 and
disbanded in 1855 when its work was completed. Named after Matthew Parker -- the first
Elizabethan Archbishop of Canterbury, who was known as a great collector of books -- the
stimulus for the foundation of the society was provided by the Tractarian movement, led by
John Henry Newman and Edward B. Pusey. Some members of this movement spoke
disparagingly of the English Reformation, and so some members of the Church of England felt
the need to make available in an attractive form the works of the leaders of that Reformation.

MARINE SPIRITS...WHAT ARE THEY? HOW TO IDENTIFY THEM AND DEFEAT
THEM PERMANENTLY Marine spirits are the princes and princesses of the sea
(Ezekiel 26:16). This class of demons are responsible for all the whoredom our world is
living with today. They perpetrate the highest level of wickedness against mankind in
the form of filth, defilements, sexual bondages, depravity, marital breakups and
disillusionments. . Apart from the very visible penetration of marine spirits in our society
today, influencing the music, fashion and film industries, these spirits also oppress
people by coming to have sex with them in the dream or even claim to be married to
them, resulting in what is called spiritual husband or spiritual wife. This spiritual union
eventually becomes a ground for the devil to cut the victims out of their blessings in
Christ and keep them in pains and sufferings.. Deliver Yourself from Marine Spirits Spirit Husband or Spirit Wife - Today Spiritual husband or spiritual wife is not just a feelgood preaching or get scared talk to impress anyone. They are a reality that we are
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faced with in our world. They have become one of the powerful devices of the devil that
we should not be ignorant about. These demons who will take different forms usually
give notice of their presence to their victims by coming regularly in the dream to have
sexual union with them. Sometimes the victims will have dreams of having children and
living married, while in the physical, the reverse is the case. These spiritual defilements,
if not checked, will become a platform for the devil to create several forms of
oppressions and attacks on the subjects and stop them from being blessed in many
ways. In this book, I take you on a journey to discover the antics of these class of
demons and then defeat them permanently and command your blessings. This book
provides you great prayers and declarations to bring to an end the operation of marine
spirits - spirit wives and spirit husbands - permanently.
E. Carver McGriff provides some of the most timely and thought-provoking research on
the lectionary texts ever made available.Included for each scriptural lesson in the
lectionary are: -- A listing of the applicable Revised Common, Roman Catholic, and
Episcopal lectionary texts. -- A description of the Psalm of the day. -- A prayer for the
day. -- Commentary that is more than academic exegesis -- McGriff brings to the
forefront those points in the text that relate most poignantly to our contemporary reality.
-- Suggested sermon titles for each of the three texts for each Sunday. -- Themes and
suggested directions for preaching on each text. -- Several additional illustrations to
enliven your preaching.
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Explores provocative questions about modern scholarship and conspiracy theories that
debunk the traditional Christ, inviting readers to evaluate the arguments and evidence
presented by Muslim scholars, liberal theologians, and atheists, and reach their own
verdict.
This book contains powerful warfare prayers and decrees taken from Scripture that will
break the powers of darkness and release the blessings and favor of God.
From folk ballads to film scripts, this new five-volume encyclopedia covers the entire
history of British literature from the seventh century to the present, focusing on the
writers and the major texts of what are now the United Kingdom and the Republic of
Ireland. In five hundred substantial essays written by major scholars, the Encyclopedia
of British Literature includes biographies of nearly four hundred individual authors and a
hundred topical essays with detailed analyses of particular themes, movements,
genres, and institutions whose impact upon the writing or the reading of literature was
significant. An ideal companion to The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature, this
set will prove invaluable for students, scholars, and general readers. For more
information, including a complete table of contents and list of contributors, please visit
www.oup.com/us/ebl
If you need healing and need it fast, if you need deliverance from satanic oppressions,
and financial breakthrough and need it fast, then this book is for you. I'm going to
introduce you to a new kind of prayers that gets results. It's called violent prayers.
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Violent prayers are not shouting in prayers, nor is it a prayer where you disturb the
neighborhood. It's a kind of prayer that bible men and women secretly prayed and got
quick results each time they did. Violent prayers makes use of three powerful keys 1.
The thought procession 2. The push factor and 3. Authority. Combine violent prayers
with 3 days fasting and midnight praises, and see a quick manifestation of your prayers.
In this book, you'll learn... 1. What is Violent Prayers? 2. Effects of Praying Violent
Prayers 3. When You Need to Pray Violent Prayers and Minister Deliverance to
Yourself and Family. 4. How to Minister Deliverance to Yourself or to Someone Else
Using Violent prayers. 5. Violent Prayers for Healing. 6. Violent Prayers for Business
and Financial Breakthrough. 7. Violent Prayers for Healing of Inner Wounds, Comfort
and Freedom from Depression 8. Violent prayers for deliverance from demons and
satanic oppression. 9. Violent Prayers for deliverance from Personal Bad Habits and
Addictions. 10. Violent Prayers to Destroy Curses from Family Lineage. 11. Violent
Prayers Against Self-Imposed Curses. 12. Violent Praise Offerings for God's instant
power manifestation. In this book, you are going to stand in the gap for your own life,
family, and business and push back the forces of darkness. You are going to release
your husband/wife or partner from the bondage of the devil. You are going to command
the freedom and prosperity of your children and family members. You are going to say,
enough is enough. You are going to command your deliverance from spiritual attacks,
evil dreams, invisible barriers. You are going to speak into the spirit atmosphere and
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command your detained angels of goodness to be released. In this 3 Days fasting and
violent Prayers & Declarations you will... Arrest Stubborn Situations, Break Free from
Bad Habits, Release your Detained Blessings, Break Curses And Spells, Get Healed,
Experience Total Freedom and Receive Divine Direction Is there a persistent sickness
in your body? Are you experiencing some setbacks in what you are doing? Are you
experiencing some spiritual attack in your life and family? Are you experiencing
disappointment in marriage? Do you notice you're always disappointed at the brink of
anything good coming your way? Are you always landing from one trouble to another
without any reasonable explanation? Do you notice that you regularly have one quarrel
or the other with your wife/husband? Do you always have unexplainable evil dreams?
Are you always having attacks and evil threats from evil people in your life and family?
Are you trying to break free from bad habits? Do you desperately need a breakthrough
in your life? Then the prayers in this book is what you need. The prayers in this book
will bow any difficulty in your life. They will enable you to have unusual revelations that
will give you direction. All closed doors against you will open. In this self Deliverance
prayer book you will learn to pray.... Prayers to break bad habits. Prayers to Release
Your Detained Blessings. Prayers to resolve marital problems Prayers to get healing.
Prayers to break free from spiritual attacks Prayers to overcome fear. Prayers to have a
breakthrough. Prayers to get salvation for your fam
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